Benefits for Executives
Legal & Career Protection
Let’s be honest, officers are using SMS texting and public messaging apps for work related
communication. With Evertel you can avoid costly legal actions and protect your career by keeping
your agency’s communication compliant with federal (FOIA), state-level public information request
laws, and CJIS requirements.
Complete control and insight into agency communication
Run full audits of the agency’s communication through Evertel. Review usage reports
to monitor compliance.
Meets all CJIS and FOIA requirements
Evertel was created specifically for your profession so being compliant is a priority. NO
consumer or social apps are legal, compliant, or safe for police work.

Military-grade data security
Your agency’s data is protected and secured through high-level data encryption within a
secure, U.S. based, government-only cloud environment.
Protect your agency, your officers and your career
The often illegal use of public messaging apps by officers on the job is increasingly
becoming a known issue. Not only are city managers and attorneys becoming aware,
but activists groups as well, and they are targeting agencies who are not employing
compliant solutions.

Crime Suppression
By immediately disseminating critical intel to those who need it most, Evertel customers solve crimes,
locate missing persons, and arrest suspects faster, with less resources than they did prior.
Distribute intel and status updates immediately
Intelligence bulletins can be created from any device (even while in the field) and
distributed on a need-to-know basis directly to each employee’s phone. Found the
wanted fugitive? Every employee can know within seconds.
Teams collaborate in real-time
Squads, investigative units, leadership and more can collaborate in a single space
(rooms) in real-time from any location.
Regional collaboration & deconfliction
Work jointly with your neighboring agencies (police, fire, specialty) as well as city
officials to coordinate and share intel.

Crisis Management
Clear up confusion, filtering of messaging and erroneous reporting in times of crisis.
Reduce unnecessary radio chatter
In times of crisis it’s crucial that radio channels are left open for critical
communication. With Evertel, all non-emergency communication can be moved to a
Crisis room within Evertel — keeping the radio clear of unnecessary traffic.
Direct agency-wide communication
Keep your employees up-to-date during crisis events with blast communication directly
from you to the entire agency before it makes the nightly news.
Regional collaboration & deconfliction
Coordinate and collaborate with regional agencies in a single location to ensure all are
on the same page and in alignment.

Efficiency
Not only does Evertel streamline communication to keep your staff informed, productive and on the
street – it also saves your agency time, money and resources.
Keep officers on the street
With Evertel’s instant communication platform, no longer will officers need to wait for
management or rely on emails and/or briefings to gain intel.
Decrease administrative and OT costs
No need to copy documents for distribution in briefing books. With one click everyone
has what they need. Save OT on dispatchers when working low-risk events. Manage all
assignments and updates through Evertel in real-time.
Much easier public information response
Save time on public information requests for your support staff with Evertel’s audit
feature. Within 3-5 minutes, you can pull all data needed to fulfill the request.
Requires little-to-no time from IT, always updated
Evertel does not require the installation of servers, or the integration of existing
systems or bundled hardware. It is cloud-based and can be implemented in minutes.
You get access to the latest versions of Evertel with no additional costs.

Administrative
Unlike email, Evertel messages are not scattered throughout your inbox or cluttered in between SPAM
or junk-mail. Evertel ensures your messages are direct, targeted and seen.
Ensure full distribution of policy changes
Agency leaders can instantly share new policy, changes to protocol, and revised SOP’s
to all employees, explain the reasons for the change, and audit who viewed them.
Control rumors
Extinguish rumors immediately or prevent them in the first place through direct
communication from agency leaders to all employees in agency-wide rooms.

